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TrustSEC is a polish company founded by internationally recognized information security and

cryptography experts. Launched in 2016, the company aims to fill the gap in the cyber security

market, Securing data assets, and digital identity against unauthorized access, cyber-attacks,

hacking, through its state of the art and innovative products and solutions.

TrustSEC has acquired Softlock inc. in 2020. This new

chapter for TrusfSEC and Softlock is an important step for

the information security field where two companies with

their strengths combined will better serve our partners

and customers Globally.

Working in parallel, the R&D of Softlock with its

accumulative 25 years of experience, and the

professional supervision of TrustSEC Board who steer

the organization towards a successful future, the two

companies will provide the best-in-class secure digital

experience to the benefit of individuals, entities, and

governments!
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About TrustSEC



WHAT IS

PKI 
And Why we need it?

PKI is designed to ensure the security and trust worthiness of

transactions and identities in three ways: through authentication, encryption, and digital

signatures.

PKI

Smart Token) is a secured

device that holds the user

digital certificate

Secure Document Exchange 

E-mail Security

Secure Software Access 

Secure Web & VPN

Document Signing

PKI Infrastructure

ApplicationsHardware



WHY PKI 
IS STILL NEEDED TILL NOW?

Based on Markets and Research forecasts the PKI market to grow from US$3.9 billion in 2021

to US$9.8 billion by 2026.

• New Use Cases, Standards, and Regulations
• New Technical Environments



TrustSEC

PKI Achievements
Biometric PKI Token

PKI Token



TrustSEC Achievements in PKI 



WHAT IS 
- FIDO allows for open standards for simpler, stronger 

authentication using public key  cryptography

 Single Gesture Phishing-resistant MFA

 Keys and biometrics stay on device

 No server-side secrets

 No 3rd Party protocol

Fast     Identity      Online

Fast Identity online rising

FIDO (Fast Identity Online) is a set of open, standardized authentication 
protocols intended to ultimately eliminate passwords, which are often 
ineffective and outdated from a security perspective.



Fast Identity online rising

The Future is Passwordless

The rise of online commerce and media 
platforms whose business models 

depended on user credentials.

The growth of smartphones integrated 
with biometric sensors for local 

authentication.

The increase in attacks and 
compromises due to weak passwords 

and password reuse.

The difficulty of PKI to address modern 
authentication needs including secure cloud 

access and consumer use cases. / The 
explosion of password-based cloud 

applications.

FIDO2-based authentication is the solution that can help organizations address many of the emerging authentication 
challenges including:



Fast Identity online rising



How does fido2 work (Topology) - Registration



How does fido2 work (Topology) - Login



TrustSEC methodology of applying FIDO2

STAGE STAGE

STAGE

Fido2 Firmware 

over a smartcard 

as the first stage

USB Fido2 

For more portability we had 

a Vision to create an Applet 

firmware for smartcards and 

USB devices

USB Fido2 Fido2 Smartcard APPLET



THE PERFECT

MATCH

PKI +



PKI / FIDO2 - The perfect Match
UNIFIED GATE

A unified authentication and 
access security solution for both 
legacy apps and modern, cloud-

based apps and data.

FAST!
Faster integration within 

applications using the WebAuthN
protocol for strong authentication 

based on the FIDO2 protocol’s 
public key cryptography.

LOW COST
Lower costs to the enterprise 
because they can build on the 

existing authentication 
infrastructure and extend their 

authentication mechanisms.

REDUCED COMPLIXCITY
Reduced complexity for end-users, developers and 

administrators. FIDO2 is designed to minimize 
complexity, while developers and administrators do 
not have to deal with certificate trust chains, cross 
certification, certificate revocation protocols, etc.

MULTIPLE 
APPLICATIONS

Flexibility in using the fido2 Keys 
over multiple web applications 

VARIATION
Combining FIDO2 authentication 
with PKI can be used to address 
the needs of an enterprise for a 
variety of applications and use 
cases, including web and SaaS

applications access, mobile 
applications, offline and online 
desktop logon, access to shared 

workstations, and strong 
authentication for remote 

employees.



Use - Case

Secure 3DS authentication for credit card payments 
EMV 3-D Secure (3DS) is a messaging protocol that promotes frictionless consumer authentication and enables 
consumers to authenticate themselves with their card issuer when making card-not-present (CNP) e-commerce 
purchases. The additional security layer helps prevent unauthorized CNP transactions and helps protect the 
merchant from exposure to CNP fraud.

The EMV 3-D Secure Specification: Specifies use of multiple options for step-up authentication, including 
onetime passcodes, as well as biometrics via out-of-band authentication flows and FIDO based consumer 
authentication.

We are confident that as FIDO becomes more widespread, payment service providers and online merchants will 
adapt to this change in user behaviour. 



Higher level of security 

with a fingerprint touch



The PKI-FIDO2 Future & TrustSEC roadmap

PKI +          Applets on 



Other Applets

FIDO2 java card Applet is suitable to all 

businesses that have a smartcard solution 

integrated with web-based services and 

requires secure access to their end-users over 

the web.

TrustSEC FIDO2 Applet exists on the card in 

addition to other applets to help businesses 

provide a secure turnkey solution. APPLET +



https://www.linkedin.com/company/trustsecinc/
https://twitter.com/Trustsec_inc
https://www.facebook.com/Trustsecinc/
http://www.trustsec.net/
mailto:info@trustsec.net

